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GET HYGGE WITH IT
Vintage bargains, fancy
food markets and cosy
cafes… This is how to
spend 48 hours in Aarhus
It's no surprise this Danish city of cool food and art
is the European capital of culture
By Laura Miller
2nd April 2017, 12:03 am

Updated: 3rd April 2017, 5:52 am
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MOVE aside, Copenhagen, there’s a new kid on the block.
Denmark’s Aarhus is beyond your coolest dreams…
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KATIE'S AFFRONT TO ISLAM Kati
faces police probe for going topless
Maldives beach - because her antics
violate…

Hard to miss: The Iceberg in Aarhus

At the top of modern art gallery ARoS is a rainbow-coloured,
panoramic walkway.
Downstairs is packed with works by artists such as Andy Warhol
and Gilbert & George plus Joana Vasconcelos, whose massive
fabric creation stretches across the whole building. Entry costs
£14.
A 20-minute walk away are more Instagram-worthy sights at
Aarhus Ø.
The rejuvenated docklands area is home to The Iceberg, a series
of futuristic apartment blocks featuring impressive jagged towers.
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Laura gets an art fix at ARoS

It can get chilly, so hunker down in one of Aarhus’ many cosy
cafe bars for a hot chocolate or mulled wine.
Try Café Jorden on Badstuegade in the Latin Quarter, with its
jamming ’80s soundtrack, red-painted walls and fairy lights.
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Or bed in at Kaffe 67 on Jægergårdsgade in fashionable
Frederiksbjerg, which has a great wine list and blankets to make
you feel extra snug.

Explore the past
Learn about the city’s history as a Viking settlement at
Moesgaard Museum, entry £14, and check out the almost
perfectly preserved 2,000-year-old Grauballe Man.
For a peek at Aarhus’ more recent history, head to open-air
museum Den Gamle By, entry £12.60.
Visit half-timbered houses and shops and listen as staff in 18thand 19th-century costumes share their tales.
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Water way to discover Aarhus

For quirky, independent boutiques, hit the Latin Quarter – Støy
on Store Torv sells trainers and designer denim.
Or visit nearby Frederiksbjerg, where Nr 4 on Jaegergårdsgade
sells beautiful Scandi ceramics and textiles.

STILL A NAZI GUY Chilling propag
pictures show Hitler posing with kids
feeding deer in attempt to make him

If it’s cheap and cheerful vintage fashion you’re after, head to
Prag on Nørregade, which stocks pieces from the ’50s through to
the ’90s, as well as its own fab range of prints.
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Scandi market grub is sure to leave your stomach full

PINK PALACE This bright pink Ess
mansion can be yours for £1,800 a n
and has a hot tub, indoor and outdo

Aarhus has two tasty markets.
Central is the posh one – think super-fresh fish, steak and
truffles.
But locals flock to Aarhus Street Food for more affordable eats.
Located in a former bus station, it’s home to dozens of trucks
selling everything from Vietnamese bánh mì to traditional Danish
meatballs, all for just a few quid.
Fancy something more formal? French restaurant Juliette on
Jaegergårdsgade dishes up classics like duck confit, with set
menus for less than £30.

A VERY BIG HOUSE IN THE COUN
Adele splashes out £4 million on a h
her neighbour says they don't know

Sleep Scandi-style
A two-minute walk from the train station and only 10 minutes
from the centre is City Hotel Oasia.
The boutique bolt-hole boasts fab Danish design, from poured
concrete floors to graphic lampshades.
A buffet breakfast is served every morning and you can help
yourself to hot drinks and pastries throughout the day.
Double rooms cost from £110 B&B. Plan your trip at
Visitaarhus.com.
We’ve got Aarhus as one of the top destinations for 2017, to see
the others, check out our list.
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CHARITABLE CAUSES From Sam
Baldwin to PC Keith Palmer, these c
have all been helped by JustGiving

'PREGNANCY NEARLY KILLED ME
mum discovers her 'hiccups' are act
violent and deadly fits
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